1: GLAZING MATERIAL

- ACRYLIC
- POLYCARBONATE

2: GLAZING COLOR

- CLEAR
- BRONZE
- WHITE
- OTHER

3: FRAME FINISH

- MILL
- BRONZE ANODIZED
- CLEAR ANODIZED
- CUSTOM COLOR

HALF ROUND CURB MOUNT
(MODEL HRCM)

# BAYS = ______________
RISE = ______________
OD CURB = ______________

*BARREL VAULT MAY REQUIRE PARTIAL FIELD ASSEMBLY.
*THERMALLY BROKEN CURB MOUNT FRAME.
*NOTE # OF BAYS ABOVE.
*IF UNIT SLOPES PROVIDE DIRECTION & PITCH.
*ALL SKYLIGHT FASTENERS STAINLESS STEEL.
*ALL FRAMING, CURBS & ATTACHING FASTENERS ARE SUPPLIED BY OTHERS.

AMERICAN SKYLITES
Phone: 855.772.7401  Fax: 855.445.7282